
Wiener Ringstraße 
 

A tactical dice and collectible card game 

for 3 – 5 players from 10 years up; approx. 45 min. 
 
 

Background story  
 
Although the Wiener Ringstraße circles the Innere 

Stadt district of Vienna it is not round but 

cornered; yet, its six straight sections do not 
form a hexagon. 
 

 
 
Officially opened on 1st May of 1865 it still took 
several decades until it was finally finished. Well, 
Vienna has always been famous for its 

phlegmatic easy-going; and nothing is taken too 
seriously here, one will always find a solution 
(especially with the help of some money).  

 
 

The download comprises 
 
1 start player card 

 

5 survey-cards 

 
 

18 starting-cards 

 

36 building-cards 

 
 

 
You also need playing money (coins) 
 

15 dice  
(red, yellow, blue, green and black 
(or white), three of each) 

 
 
 

 
Aim of the game  
 
The players use their dice to compete in the erection 
of buildings along the six sections of the Wiener 
Ringstraße (or nearby). 
 
On each starting-card there is a special symbol 
(attribute) as well as some information which four 
building-cards also belong to this attribute. 
 
Cards with the same attribute may form a set which  
– depending on the number of cards one has finally 
got – may be worth up to 18 points: 
  

2 3 4 5 cards 

5 9 14 18 points 

 
 
A set may as well consist of building-cards only, but 
the specific starting-card is needed especially if one 
wants to score the maximum. Each single starting- or 
building-card is worth one or two points (depending 
on the number of attributes). You may not score a 
card twice (as a single card and as part of a set). 
 
 
In total there are 18 different attributes: 
  

 six sections of the Ringstraße (I to VI),  
 

 six functions (court/aristocracy, military, 
bourgeoisie, art/culture, places and parks) 

 

 six groups of people (Theophil Hansen, architect-
duos, further architects, artists, composers and 
writers). 

 
 
Each building-card shows two different attributes; 
however, at the end of the game you may use it only 
for one set of cards (or for two points as a single card. 
 



Getting started 
 
Each player gets 
 

 one survey-card 

 three dice of the same color 

 three coins 

 three randomly drawn starting-cards, one of each 
group (sections, functions, people) 

 
and 

 one randomly drawn building-card  
(with four or five players) 

or 

 two randomly drawn building-cards  
(with three players) 

 
 
The other building-cards are shuffled and form the 
draw pile. The remaining starting-cards are discarded 
openly in a row (placed overlapped, so that the 
attributes still can be seen). 
 
A start player is chosen randomly and takes the start 
player card. 
 
 
 

Set up of each round 
 
The first building-card from the draw pile is discarded 
openly (continuing the discard row of the starting-
cards). 
 
Depending on the number of players three, four or 
five building-cards are laid out openly in a row (beside 
the draw pile). 
 
While setting up the last round the last remaining 
building-cards (one or two) are discarded openly to 
the discard row as well. 
 
All players roll their three dice and place them in front 
of their (openly laid out) cards and coins.  
 
 
Example (with four players):  
see picture on next page 

 
 
 
 

How to play 
 
Beginning with the start player the players place  
(in clockwise direction) one of their dice  
 

 on the own survey-card and get one coin 
immediately  
 

or 
 

 on one of the (three, four or five) building-cards 
currently on display (to take part at the evaluation 
at the end of the round).  

 
 
Dice are never placed on cards of the discard row.  
 
Once a die is placed it must not be moved (until the 
end of the current round).  
 
 
There are three rules for placing dice on building-
cards (on principle):  
 
 

§ 1  

Each card offers only space for three 
dice. 
 

§ 2  
The dice on each card have to be of 
different color. 
  

§ 3   
The pip of a die that is placed later 
on a card has to be lower than the 
die/dice that have already been 
placed there earlier.  

 

 
 

 
 
  



Doing it the Viennese way 
 
However, with some “Wiener Schmäh“ (Viennese 
humor) one can easily elude these strict rules:  
 
In your turn you may spend as many coins as you like 
for each one of the following actions. It is possible to 
combine these actions several times and in any order, 
as long as one coin is paid for each action.  
 
 

A) „Na geh, so a Schas“     
     (“Oh no, what a f…”) 

Reroll one or more of the own (not yet placed) 
dice. 

 
B) „So g´fallt´s ma scho´ besser“    
      (“That´s more to my liking”)     

Change the value of one own (not yet placed) 
die per one pip (up or down). 

 
C) „Geh, ruck´ a bisserl“    
      (“You´ve got to move a little bit”) 

Place a die with the same or higher pip on a 
card (on which there are already one or more 
dice). In case of the same pip the die is stacked 
on the earlier placed die/dice. 

 
D) „Da g´fallt´s ma halt so gut“    
    (“Well, here I really like it so much”) 

Place a die on a card even when there are 
already (one or two) own dice. 

 
E) „Da is ja eh noch ein bisserl Platz“    
      (“There still remains some more space”)  

Place a die on a card even when there are 
already three (or more) dice. 

 
F) „Schau ma mal“    
      (“Let´s see”) 

Pass with the placing of a die to use it in one of 
the next turns. 

 
G) „Das bleibt gefälligst bei mir“    
      (“This stays with me”) 
 
Turn around one own card or a set of own 
cards (each with the same attribute) to protect 
them (in this round) from an enforced 
exchange (see evaluation). 
 

 

 
 
 
Note: In your turn you may (re-)arrange your open 
starting- and building-cards to form fitting sets (each 
card with the same attribute); in this case the cards 
should be placed overlapped (so that the attributes 
still can be seen). At any time you may look up the 
attributes of the cards you have turned around. 
 
 
Example:  
 
Theophil has already placed a 5-die on the “Opera”.  
 
Afterwards Gustav has changed one of his dice from 5 
to 6 and has placed it on the “Opera” as well (for 
spending two coins for actions B and C each).  
 
But Theophil really wants to get the “Opera”: 
  
He rerolls his two remaining dice (one coin for action 
A) and receives 4 and 2. Then he changes the 4-die to 
6 (two coins for action B twice) and places it on the  
6-die of Gustav (two coins for action C and D each).  
 
If this result will last until the end of the round, 
Theophil will occupy the first and third place at the 
“Opera”, Gustav the second place. 
 
Maybe it would have been cheaper for Theophil if he 
had waited with placing his (first) 5-die (perhaps using 
action F), changing its value to 6 not until the end of 
the round and in this way getting the first place at the 
“Opera”. Though at this time there may be already 
placed three dice at the “Opera” so that he would 
have to spend another coin for action E.  
 
 
 
 

 



Evaluation  
 
Once all dice have been placed, the dice on the  
(three, four or five) building-cards are evaluated  
(starting with the first beside the draw pile):  
 
1.) The player on first place (= owner of the die with 

the highest pip) gets this card and takes it (for the 
moment) in his hand. 

 
2.) The player on second place (= owner of the die 

with the second highest pip) is allowed to 
 

a) take away (“fladern“) a card from the player 
who was first. For this purpose all his openly 
laid out starting- or building-cards are on 
disposal. It is not allowed to take away a card 
in the hand of the first player or a card that he 
has previously turned around (by using  
action G). 

 
But people in Vienna are said to have a 
“goldenes Herz“ (golden heart). Therefore the 
second player has to give the “befladerten“ 
(first) player a replacement card out of his 
possession (and according to the choice of the 
second player); the second player is allowed to 
exchange a card from his hand or from one of 
his turned around cards as well. 
 
In fact this transaction is an enforced 
exchange; the two cards that take part in this 
enforced exchange are taken on the two 
players hands (for the moment). 

 
or  
 
b) exchange a card with a starting- or building-

card from the discard row (and takes it for the 
moment in his hand); the exchanged card is 
discarded (openly) to the discard row. 

 
or 
 
c) take one coin. 

 
3.) The player on third place is allowed to take two 

coins. 
 
4.) All other players who have dice on the card take  
     one coin per die. 
 
Note: Therefore each die is worth at least one coin per 
round.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
Example: 
 

 
 

 Green (4) gets the card 

 Blue (3) can either exchange a card with green or 
with the discard row or gets a coin 

 Red (2) gets two coins 
 
 
In case two (or more) dice on a card have the  
same pip the one that lies on top is the one with the 
highest place (among these dice); the one that lies 
second has the second highest place (and so on). 
 
 
Note: To speed up the evaluation all players getting 
coins should be dealt with first. And in most cases it 
will be possible to handle two enforced exchanges at 
the same time. 
 
 
Building-cards without any dice are discarded (openly) 
to the discard row. 
  
 
Afterwards all cards the players have in their hands as 
well as the turned around cards are (again) laid out 
openly in front of the players (and may be  
(re-)arranged to form fitting sets immediately). 
 
 
Then the start player card is moved on in clockwise 
direction and the next round starts (see set up of each 
round). 



End of the game  
 
The game ends after five (with five), six (with four) or 
seven (with three players) rounds. 
 
Note: You do not have to count the number of rounds. 
If you do not forget to discard one building-card at the 
set up of each round, there will not be enough cards 
for one more round anyway. 
 
The players are again allowed to (re-)arrange their 
starting- and building-cards to form fitting sets (with 
the same attribute) for the final scoring. 
  
 

 
 
Then they sum up the points of their sets – 5 to 18 
points for each set – and add the points for the 
remaining single cards (one point for each  
starting-card or two points for each building-card). 
 
Remember: Each building-card has two different 
attributes but may be used only for one set (or if that´s 
not possible for two points as a single card). 
 
If there is a tie the player with the most remaining 
coins wins; if there is still a tie, the player with the 
most cards (of the involved players) wins. 

 
 

* * *  
 
 
The use of these print copies is for personal use only; it is not allowed to pass them on, especially for 
commercial purpose, to use them in other way for commercial purpose, or to change and/or cut out (especially) 
the pictures (or parts thereof), or to misuse them in similar ways; according to the pictures one has to take 
notice the following hints and links as well. 
 
Pictures  
 
Most of the pictures (and picture cards) are taken from „AKON/Österreichische Nationalbibliothek“  
(resp. http://akon.onb.ac.at ). 
 
Except numbers 3, 8, 25 und 34: these are taken from "Wien Geschichte Wiki“  
(resp. https://www.wien.gv.at/wiki/index.php ), source: Wien Museum, and are due to the licence  
CC-By-NC-ND 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/deed.de );  
(see also: https://www.wien.gv.at/wiki/index.php/Leitfaden: Bilder ).  
 
The back of the survey-cards (and the picture on page 1 of this rule) are a cut out of the „Perspektivplan, 
Innenstadt (1887)“ by L. E. Petrovits, source: Wiener Stadt- und Landesarchiv, („WStLA“), belonging as well to 
this licence (resp. taken from "Wien Geschichte Wiki“). 
 
The pictures for „Es ist Mein Wille“ and the back of the starting-cards are taken from 
http://de.wikisource.org/wiki/Die_Erweiterung_der_Stadt_Wien  and foto: k. k. hof- und staatsdruckerei in 
wien (public domain/wikimedia commons) resp. from 
http://derstandard.at/2000014029515/150-Jahre-Ringstrasse-Ein-allerhoechst-genehmigter-Plan 
(by Michael Matzenberger, derStandard.at, 23.4.2015) 
 
 
Game design:  Harald Schatzl 
 
Many thanks to Stefan Feld as source of inspiration; to the test players of the Spiele Kreis Wien, especially to 
Andi & Alex P., Walter S. and Hans M. for their valuable remarks; and to Marianne for her patient support with 
the layout, illustration and translation (and for our soon ten-year jubilee). 
 
 
 
 

http://akon.onb.ac.at/
https://www.wien.gv.at/wiki/index.php
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/deed.de
http://de.wikisource.org/wiki/Die_Erweiterung_der_Stadt_Wien
http://derstandard.at/2000014029515/150-Jahre-Ringstrasse-Ein-allerhoechst-genehmigter-Plan


The six straight sections of the Wiener Ringstraße 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
I: Stubenring 

II: Stuben- / Park- / Kolowrat- (today Schubert-) ring 

III: Kärntner Ring / Opernring 

IV: Burgring 

V: Franzens- (today Dr.-Karl-Renner-/Universitäts-) ring 

VI: Schottenring 

 



 
Glossary 

 
 
„Es ist Mein Wille …“   („It is My will …”): 

Kaiser Franz Joseph (1830 - 1916, emperor since 1848) ordered the demolishment of the old fortifications around 
the inner city, the erection of the Ringstraße and the enlargement of the town on 20.12.1857; his decree was 
published in the “Wiener Zeitung” of 25.12.1857. 
 
 

1.) Urania 
finished 1910 
Architect: Max Fabiani (student of Otto Wagner, no. 4) 
 
A house of education with an observatory, a lecture hall and a cinema. 
 
 

2.) Kriegsministerium (today Regierungsgebäude) 
finished 1913 
Architect: Ludwig Baumann (no. 9) 
 
Today the building is used by several ministries, but not by the ministry of defense (no. 36). 
 
 

3.) Franz-Josephs-Kaserne 
finished 1857, demolished 1901 
 
This barrack was built as a reaction to the revolution of 1848 and was part of a master plan including the Kronprinz-
Rudolfs-Kaserne (no. 36) as well; the aim of the two barracks was to protect the inner city from rebellious people 
and the proletariat; the erection of the Ringstraße in the form of straight sections was also caused by worries about 
the possibilities of revolts; in that way it should have been easier for the army to fight against them. 
 
 

4.) Postsparkassenamt 
finished 1906 
 
The only “Jugendstil“ (art nouveau) building nearby the Ringstraße. 
 

Architect: Otto Wagner (1841 - 1918) 
Austrian architect, theorist of architecture and town planner; other works a.o.: stations of the Stadtbahn, including 
on Karlsplatz (no. 13), houses at the Wienzeile, church of Steinhof. 
 
 

5.) Museum für Kunst und Industrie (today MAK - Österreichisches Museum für angewandte Kunst / 
Gegenwartskunst) 
finished 1871 
 
It was inspired by the South Kensington Museum (today Victoria & Albert Museum) in London; its collections should 
serve as model, pattern and example for the public, for artists, artisans, craftsmen and the industry. 
 

Architect: Heinrich v. Ferstel (1828 - 1883) 
Austrian architect, student of Eduard van der Nüll and August Sicard von Sicardsburg (no. 15); other works a.o.: 
Votivkirche (no. 33), “Palais Ferstel“, Palais Wertheim, Palais Erzherzog Ludwig Viktor (officers´ mess),  
Universität Wien (no. 32).  

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Fabiani
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architekt
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victoria_%26_Albert_Museum
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eduard_van_der_N%C3%BCll
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/August_Sicard_von_Sicardsburg


 
 
 

 
6.) Stadtpark 
finished 1862 
Creator: Joseph Sellény / Rudolph Siebeck (no. 29) 
 
On one side of the Stadtpark there is situated the “Kursalon” which was opened in 1867; it was a famous dancing 
and concert place at the time of Johann Strauß (Sohn); he first conducted a concert here in October 1868. 
 

Johann Strauß (Sohn) (1825 - 1899) 
Austrian  band-master, conductor and composer; works a.o.: operetta „Die Fledermaus“, waltz „An der schönen 
blauen Donau“, „Geschichten aus dem Wienerwald“, „Frühlingsstimmen“; since 1921 there is a monument of 
Johann Strauß in the Stadtpark. 
 
 

7.) Gartenbaugebäude 
finished 1864, demolished 1959 
Architect: August Weber (no. 12) 
 
Building of the “Wiener Gartenbaugesellschaft“; after demolition it was replaced by the multi-story 
“Gartenbauhochhaus“ (with the cinema “Gartenbaukino”). 
 

Bertha v. Suttner (1843 - 1914) 
Austrian pacifist and writer; co-founder of the Austrian and German peace-societies; peace nobel price of 1905; 
works a.o.: novel „Die Waffen nieder!“; nearby the Gartenbaugebäude, at Zedlitzgasse 7, there was her last address; 
in the lobby of the today building there are two commemorative tablets. 
 
 

8.) Stadttheater / Ronacher 
finished 1872, burnt down 1884 
finished 1888 

Architects: Ferdinand Fellner (1847 - 1916) / Hermann Helmer (1849 - 1919) 
 
The studio Fellner & Helmer was founded 1873 and was specialised in the erection of theaters until 1919; other 
works a.o.: Volkstheater, Konzerthaus (no. 9). 
 
 

9.) Konzerthaus 
finished 1913 
Architects: Ferdinand Fellner / Hermann Helmer / Ludwig Baumann (no. 2) 
 
It was erected as multi function building and should address more people than the Musikvereinsgebäude (no. 11); 
important first performances in the 1920ies and in the beginning of the 1930ies (a.o. of works by Arnold Schönberg). 
 

Arnold Schönberg (1874 - 1951) 
Austrian composer, theorist of music, artist, writer and inventor; co-founder of the “Zwölfton“-music; works a.o.: 
“Gurre-Lieder”, opera “Moses und Aron“; nearby the Konzerthaus, at Schwarzenbergplatz 6, today there is situated 
the Arnold Schönberg Center. 
 
 

 
  

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Sell%C3%A9ny
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Strau%C3%9F_(Sohn)
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Die_Fledermaus
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_der_sch%C3%B6nen_blauen_Donau
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_der_sch%C3%B6nen_blauen_Donau
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geschichten_aus_dem_Wienerwald
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%96sterreichische_Gartenbaugesellschaft
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gartenbauhochhaus
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%96sterreich
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiener_Volkstheater
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnold_Sch%C3%B6nberg
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%96sterreich-Ungarn
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Komponist
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schwarzenbergplatz


 
 
 
10.) Palais Württemberg / Hotel Imperial 
finished 1865 
Architect: Arnold Zenetti 
 
Firstly it was erected for Herzog Philipp von Württemberg and his wife, Erzherzogin Maria Theresia von Österreich; 
but after the view was affected by other buildings at the Ringstraße he sold it in 1871; then the building was 
remodelled as a hotel and was opened in 1873 at the time of the “Wiener Weltausstellung“. 
 
 

11.) Musikvereinsgebäude 
finished 1870 
 
Concert building with much tradition; among other halls there are the “Große (Goldene) Musikvereinssaal“ and the 
“Brahms-Saal“. 
 

Architect: Theophil v. Hansen (1813 - 1891) 
Danish master builder and architect; after works in Athen he worked much in Vienna; other works a.o.: 
Heeresgeschichtliches Museum, Heinrichhof (no. 16), interior equipment of the Palais Todesco, Palais Erzherzog 
Wilhelm (Deutschmeister-Palais), Palais Epstein (no. 25), Palais Ephrussi, “Palais Hansen“, Akademie der Bildenden 
Künste (no. 18), Börse (no. 35), Parlament (no. 27). 
 

Johannes Brahms (1833 - 1897) 
German composer, pianist and conductor; lived and worked since 1872 in Vienna; works a.o.: „Deutsches Requiem“, 
„Ungarische Tänze“. 
 
 

12.) Künstlerhaus 
finished 1868 
Architect: August Weber (no. 7) 
 
Exhibition building of an private society of artists for art, sculpture, architecture and design; several modern artists 
separated in 1897 from the Künstlerhaus and founded the Secession (no. 17). 
 

Hans Makart (1840 - 1884) 
Austrian (design)artist; he was the most representative artist at the time of the Ringstraße (“Makart-red“); in 1879 
he enacted a procession to celebrate the silver wedding of the emperor couple, for which the costumes and dresses 
for several hundred actors were designed in detail; from 1880 to 1882 he was the director of the Künstlerhaus. 
 
 

13.) Karlsplatz 
finished 1899  
 
The place was formed since 1894 because of the regulation and banishing of the Vienna River to the underground; 
until 1913 there had been several efforts to redesign the place; the draft by Otto Wagner (no. 4), especially his City 
Museum, was not realized; today only his two stations of the Stadtbahn can be seen there. 
 
 

  

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnold_Zenetti
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philipp_von_W%C3%BCrttemberg
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marie_Therese_von_%C3%96sterreich
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrichshof_(Wien)
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palais_Todesco
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palais_Epstein
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palais_Ephrussi
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palais_Hansen
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akademie_der_Bildenden_K%C3%BCnste_Wien
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akademie_der_Bildenden_K%C3%BCnste_Wien
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiener_B%C3%B6rse_(Geb%C3%A4ude)
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deutschland
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Komponist
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pianist
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiener_Secession
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%96sterreich
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malerei


 
 
 
14.) Hotel Bristol, Sirk-Ecke 
finished 1892 / 1913 
Architects: Ludwig Förster / Ladislaus Fiedler and Pietro Palumbo 

The hotel was at first established in a dwelling-house; in 1913 the building was newly erected. 

The Sirk-Ecke, at the corner of Kärntner Straße and Kärntner Ring, was named after a store; longtime it was a 
meeting place for the bourgeoisie; here there started also the so-called “Ringstraßenkorso“ (a promenade to 
Schwarzenbergplatz); in "Die letzten Tage der Menschheit" by Karl Kraus many scenes take place at the Sirk-Ecke. 
 

Karl Kraus (1874 - 1936) 
Austrian writer, publisher, satirist and critic; lectures a.o. in Konzerthaus (no. 9); other works a.o.:  
review „Die Fackel“. 
 
 

15.) Oper 
finished 1869 

Architects: August v. Sicardsburg (1813 - 1868) / Eduard van der Nüll (1812 - 1868) 
 
First monumental building at the Ringstraße; because of its style was very much mocked and ridiculed van der Nüll 
commited suicide in despair and Sicardsburg died only ten weeks later. 
 

Gustav Mahler (1860 - 1911) 
Austrian composer, conductor and director of the opera from 1897 to 1907; works a.o.: ten symphonies, „Das Lied 
von der Erde“. 
 
 

16.) Heinrichshof 
finished 1862, demolished 1954 
Architect: Theophil v. Hansen (no. 11) 
 
It was ordered by the Viennese industrialist Heinrich Drasche as a noble private dwelling-house;  
Drasche became rich because of his brick-fabric in the south of Vienna and because of exploiting his workers there; 
after his death Viktor Adler, the co-founder of the Austrian labour party, reported these working conditions in the 
predecessor newspaper of the “Arbeiter-Zeitung“; after damages in the Second World War the building was replaced 
by the “Opernringhof“ in 1955. 
 
 

17.) Secession 
finished 1898 
 
The Secession was founded in 1897 by Gustav Klimt (no. 32), Koloman Moser, Josef Hoffmann, Joseph Maria Olbrich 
and other artists; they separated from the Künstlerhaus (no. 12) because the modern artists disapproved the 
traditional ideas of art of the members of Künstlerhaus. 
 

Architect: Joseph Maria Olbrich (1867 - 1908) 
Austrian artist, designer and architect; from 1900 he worked in the German Empire. 
  

Rudolf v. Alt (1812 - 1905) 
Austrian artist and aquarellist; one of the most famous artists in Vienna at that time; president of honour of the 
Secession; works a.o.: „Der Stephansdom“; „Spinnerin am Kreuz“. 

  

https://www.wien.gv.at/wiki/index.php/Ringstra%C3%9Fenkorso
https://www.wien.gv.at/wiki/index.php/Schwarzenbergplatz
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%96sterreichischer_Schriftsteller
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%96sterreich
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Komponist
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustav_Klimt
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koloman_Moser
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josef_Hoffmann_(Architekt)
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Maria_Olbrich
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%96sterreich
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malerei
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aquarell


 
 
 
 
18.) Akademie der bildenden Künste 
finished 1876 
Architect: Theophil v. Hansen (no. 11) 
 
The art academy of Vienna was founded in 1692 as a private institution; in 1705 it became imperial;  
Adolf Hitler failed in his application for art studies there in 1907.  
 
 

Egon Schiele (1890 - 1918) 
Austrian artist of the style of expressionism; with the age of 16 years he was admitted to the Akademie der 
bildenden Künste, but he left his studies after two years; works a.o.: „Wally“, „Tod und Mädchen“.  
 
 

19.) Hof-/Burggarten 
finished 1823 
Architect: Ludwig Gabriel von Remy (no. 28) 
 
The Hofgarten was the private garden of the family of the emperor; since 1919 open to the public. 
 
 

20.) Neue Burg 
finished 1913 
Architects: Gottfried Semper / Carl v. Hasenauer (no. 24) 
 
Part of the Hofburg and the monumental so-called “Kaiserforum“; according to a master-plan this should include the 
(old) Hofburg, the two museums (no. 21 and 24) and the area up to the “Hofstallungen” (today MuseumsQuartier); 
but the (second) wing that should be opposite the Neue Burg was not realized; today the building is used by the  
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek and the Kunsthistorisches Museum.  
 
 

21.) Kunsthistorisches Museum 
finished 1881 
Architects: Gottfried Semper / Carl v. Hasenauer (no. 24) 
 
It was opened not until 1891; in the lobby with the staircase there are works by Gustav Klimt (no. 32) and Hans 
Makart (no. 12). 
 
 

22.) Maria-Theresien-Denkmal/Platz 
finished 1887 
Sculptor: Kaspar von Zumbusch 
 
Empress Maria Theresia ruled from 1740 to 1780; the monument has a total weight of 44 tons; the advisers and 
generals of the empress are represented as well. 
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23.) Burgtor/-platz (today Heldenplatz) 
finished 1824  
Architects: Luigi Cagnola / Peter von Nobile  
 
The Burgtor was opened on the occasion of the 11th jubilee of the “Völkerschlacht” (battle) of Leipzig;  
today there are also several other monuments situated here; the place was named “Heldenplatz“ because of two 
horseman statues, both created by Anton Dominik Fernkorn: Erzherzog Karl, finished in 1859, and Prinz Eugen, 
finished in 1865; it is remarkable that the horse of Erzherzog Karl touches its base with two legs only (and not with 
its tail as well, as with the horse of Prinz Eugen). 
 
 

24.) Naturhistorisches Museum 
finished 1881 
 
It was opened not until 1889; one of its most famous prehistoric objects is the “Venus von Willendorf“, that was 
found in 1908 and is about 29.500 years old. 
 

Architect: Gottfried Semper (1803 - 1879) 
German architect and theorist of art; because of the “Kaiserforum“ (no. 20) he lived from 1871 to 1876 in Vienna; 
the teamwork with Hasenauer was much affected because of personal disagreements. 
 

Architect: Carl v. Hasenauer (1833 - 1894) 
Austrian architect; student of August Sicard von Sicardsburg und Eduard van der Nüll  
(no. 15); main architect of the “Wiener Weltausstellung“ in 1873. 
 
 

25.) Palais Epstein 
finished 1872 
Architect: Theophil v. Hansen (no. 11) 
 
It was ordered by the jewish banker Gustav Ritter von Epstein; today it is used by the parliament; other examples of 
representative buildings of jewish families at the Ringstraße are the Palais Todesco (Kärntner Straße 51) and the 
Palais Ephrussi (Universitätsring 14). 
 
 

26.) Justizpalast 
finished 1881 
Architect: Alexander Wielemans  
 
The setting on fire of the Justizpalast on 15.7.1927 finally leaded to the civil war of February 1934. 
 
 

27.) Parlament 
finished 1883 
Architect: Theophil v. Hansen (no. 11) 
 
At that time the deputies deliberated in the so-called “k.k. Reichsratsgebäude“; on 12.11.1918 before the parliament 
the Republic was proclaimed.  
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28.) Volksgarten 
finished 1823 
Architect: Ludwig Gabriel von Remy (no. 19) 
 
The first imperial park that was accessible for the public; in it there is situated the “Theseustempel” (draft by Peter 
von Nobile; no. 23). 
 

Peter Altenberg (1859 - 1919) 
Austrian feuilletonist and writer; nearby the Volksgarten there was/are the (old) Café Griensteidl and the  
Café Central, two of his “working places”; today there is a figure of Peter Altenberg situated in the entrance of  
Café Central; works a.o.: „Wie ich es sehe“, including „Im Volksgarten“; „Was der Tag mir zuträgt“. 
 
 

29.) Rathauspark 
finished 1873 
Creator: Rudolph Siebeck (no. 6) 
 
The park replaced the then not used any more “k.u.k. Parade- und Exerzierplatz“. 
 
 

30.) Rathaus/platz 
finished 1883 
 
The outward appearance of the Rathaus, especially the tower with a height of more than 100 m, was inspired by the 
town hall of Brussels; since 1921 the traditional worker-demonstrations on the occasion of 1st of May of the 
Viennese labour party take place here; today here are also held the “Christkindlmarkt“ in November and December, 
the “Wiener Eistraum“ in January and February and an open cinema in July and August. 
  

Architect: Friedrich v. Schmidt (1825 - 1891) 
German architect; other works a.o.: Akademisches Gymnasium, Sühnhaus (no. 34).  

 
 
31.) Burgtheater 
finished 1888 
Architects: Gottfried Semper / Carl v. Hasenauer (no. 24) 
 
The second oldest theatre institution in Europe; the outward appearance of the building reminds of the Semper-
Opera in Dresden; some of the pictures on the ceilings of the two staircases were made by Gustav Klimt (no. 32). 

 
Arthur Schnitzler (1862 - 1931) 
Austrian writer and doctor; works a.o.: „Reigen“, „Leutnant Gustl“, „Fräulein Else“; at the Bugtheater there was the 
first performance of  „Liebelei“, with the actress Adele Sandrock in the leading role. 
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32.) Universität 

finished 1884 
Architect: Heinrich v. Ferstel (no. 5) 
 
The University of Vienna is the oldest germanspeaking university still in existence; it was founded in 1365 and 
therefore is “exactly” 500 years older than the Ringstraße. 
 

Gustav Klimt (1862 - 1918) 
Austrian artist; member of the Secession (no. 17) until 1905; he created three so-called “Fakultätsbilder“ 
(philosophy, medicine and jurisprudence) for the university, but his drafts were refused fiercely;  
Karl Kraus (no. 14) supported the refusal of the philosophy-picture; other works a.o.: „Beethovenfries“, „Der Kuss“. 
 
 

33.) Votivkirche 
finished 1879 
Architect: Heinrich v. Ferstel (no. 5) 
 
The erection of the church started in 1856 to commemorate the successful prevention of attempted assassination to 
the emperor on 18.2.1853; it was consecrated on the occasion of the silver wedding of the emperor couple (no. 12); 
the two towers have a height of 99 meters, which makes the church the second highest of Vienna.   
 
 

34.) Ringtheater 
finished 1874, burnt down 1881 
Architect: Emil von Förster 
 
After the conflagration (that took at least 386 victims) a law was enacted that ordered security preparations in the 
theatres (a.o. an iron curtain and doors that could be opened outwards); first the building was replaced by the  
so-called “Sühnhaus“, today the headquarters of the police is situated here.   
 

35.) Börse 
finished 1877 
Architect: Theophil v. Hansen (no. 11) 
 
The stock exchange of Vienna was founded in 1771; it does not use the building any more since about 2000. 
  
 

36.) Kronprinz-Rudolfs-Kaserne (today Rossauer Kaserne) 
finished 1869 
 
Like the Franz-Josephs-Kaserne (no. 3) this barrack was part of a military master plan; today here is situated the 
ministry of defense.  
 
 
 
Sources: wikipedia; Wien Geschichte Wiki ( https://www.wien.gv.at/wiki/index.php );  
StadtChronik WIEN, 2. Auflage 1986; http://derstandard.at/2000014029515/150-Jahre-Ringstrasse-Ein-allerhoechst-
genehmigter-Plan by Michael Matzenberger, derStandard.at, 23.4.2015. 
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